Ruby master - Bug #6411
Small documentation correction for cp_r GH#114
05/08/2012 08:44 PM - zzak (Zachary Scott)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: drbrain (Eric Hodel)
Target version: 2.0.0
Backport:
ruby -v: 2.0.0

Description
The following is a cross-post from GH#114
https://github.com/ruby/ruby/pull/114

History
#1 - 05/12/2012 07:01 AM - drbrain (Eric Hodel)
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Applied as r35626, thanks for the patch!

Files
doc_fileutils_cp_r_correction.patch 909 Bytes 05/08/2012 zzak (Zachary Scott)